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Abstract
Most sports competitions are still judged by humans; the pro-

cess of judging itself is not only skill and experience demanding
but also at the risk of errors and unfairness. Advances in sensing
and computing technologies have found successful applications
to assist human judges with the refereeing process (e.g., the well-
known Hawk-Eye system). Along this line of research, we propose
to develop a computer vision (CV)-based objective synchroniza-
tion scoring system for synchronized diving - a relatively young
Olympic sport. In synchronized diving, subjective judgement is
often difficult due to the rapidness of human motion, the limited
viewing angles as well as the shortness of human memory, which
inspires our development of an automatic and objective scoring
system. Our CV-based scoring system consists of three compo-
nents: (1) Background estimation using color and optical flow
clues that can effectively segment the silhouette of both divers
from the input video; (2) Feature extraction using histogram of
oriented-gradients (HOG) and stick figures to obtain an abstract
representation of each diver’s posture invariant to body attributes
(e.g., height and weight); (3) Synchronization evaluation by train-
ing a feed-forward neural network using cross-validation. We
have tested the designed system on 22 diving video collected at
2012 London Olympic Games. Our experimental results have
shown that CV-based approach can accurately produce synchro-
nization scores that are close to the ones given by human judges
with a MSE of as low as 0.24.

Introduction
The proliferation of sports game broadcasting calls for bet-

ter ways of acquiring, processing, delivering and analyzing sports
video contents. Fast advances in sensing and computing tech-
nologies have enabled the use of computer vision and video pro-
cessing techniques to facilitate sports training, make sports video
more entertaining and interactive. Some popular applications of
sports video processing include video summarization [20], tac-
tics and performance analysis [21], augmented reality presenta-
tion of sports [22], and referee assistance [5]. These applications
have inspired many novel development of computer vision tools
and video processing systems. For example, multi-camera replay
system is often used to review the real-time action in basketball
games; yellow-line technology has been widely adopted in the
broadcasting of football games; augmented reality was used in
the broadcasting of swimming video (e.g., highlighting the world
and Olympic records) and alpine skiing video (e.g., overlaying of
two athletes in space) to enhance the viewer’s experience; and fi-
nally the well-known Hawk-Eye technology tracing a tennis ball’s
trajectory in order to ensure the fairness of tennis games.

Among hundreds of events in summer Olympics, synchro-
nized diving is relatively young being adopted as an Olympic

sport in 2000. Synchronized diving requires both perfect synchro-
nization and execution performance from two divers. Accord-
ing to the diving officials manual released by Federation Interna-
tionale de Natation (FINA), there are usually seven to nine judges
among whom three or five of them mark the synchronization [6]
and the rest the execution. However, judges sit on the two sides of
divers, and therefore their judgement is only based on side-view of
divers which could possibly lead to bias. Meantime, the judges re-
main still while two divers’ altitude keeps changing, which makes
it difficult if not impossible to align the judges’ line-of-sight with
both divers. Since the event usually lasts for a few seconds only,
judging the synchronization of two divers out of memory also has
the tendency of making errors. In summary, both fixed viewpoint
and rapid motion of divers potentially contribute to potential bias
or errors in human’s judging process. These observations moti-
vate us to design a computer vision based system which takes a
front-view video as the input and outputs a synchronization score
to facilitate the referring process (so human judges need to focus
on execution performance only). Such an automatic and objective
synchronization scoring system is expected to improve the fair-
ness and accuracy of refereeing process for synchronized diving.

There are primarily three technical challenges during the de-
signing of a computer vision based synchronization scoring sys-
tem. First, accurate segmentation of both divers’ silhouette from
the input video is error-prone due to complex background and
rapid camera motion. Segmentation becomes even more difficult
when divers enter the water (note that this timing matters to the
scoring on synchronization). Second, it is non-trivial to choose
appropriate feature representation for human motion attributes in-
variant to human physiology such as body height and weight.
In other words, judging the synchronization of motion between
two athletes is often more challenging as their body attribute dif-
ference increases (for this reason, athletes of similar height and
weight are often preferred). Finally, in the situation of lacking
synchronization (e.g., varying altitude v.s. varying speed), how
to objectively measure the severity of synchronization lacking is a
nontrivial issue. We note that sometimes specific point deduction
rules are always articulated even in the manual of diving officials
released by FINA.

To tackle those technical challenges, we propose to develop
an automatic and objective scoring system consisting of the fol-
lowing three components (as shown in Figure 1): (1) Background
estimation using color and optical flow clues that can effectively
segment the silhouette of both divers from the input video. The
novelty of our approach lies in the fusion of motion and color re-
lated priors (e.g., rapid object motion and human skin color) for
diving video; (2) Feature extraction using histogram of oriented-
gradient (HOG) [23] and stick figures [24] to obtain an abstract
representation of each diver’s posture. The former has been
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Figure 1: The components the proposed approach. Divers’ sil-
houette is extracted from an input video using a color and optical
flow combined approach. Then, we extract features from the seg-
mentation results, and use the features to train a neural network to
produce synchronization scores.

widely used for detecting humans in images and video; while
the latter is adopted for their invariance to body attributes (e.g.,
height and weight); (3) Synchronization evaluation by training a
feed-forward neural network using cross-validation. The method
of cross-validation (i.e., ”test” the model in the training phase) is
used for the purpose of avoiding over-fitting (a common problem
in the practice of neural networks). We have tested the designed
system on 22 diving video collected at 2012 London Olympic
Games. Our experimental results have shown that CV-based ap-
proach can accurately produce synchronization scores that are
close to the ones given by human judges with a MSE of as low
as 0.24.

Literature
In this section, we briefly review the literature of sports

video processing and its applications including video abstract-
ing/summarization, tactics analysis, and computer-aided referee
assistance.

Video abstracting/summarization is a technique of distilling
the essence of a long video into a concise and representative key
frames [10], [4]. When applied to sports videos, it provides audi-
ence with the highlights of a game so they do not need to watch the
complete video for the sake of time-saving [11]. Game highlights
often include scoring events in basketball and soccer, touchdown
in football games, breaking world record moments in swimming,
etc. Since it is difficult to detect game highlights with video/image
data only , many works in this area have adopted the strategy
of working with audio features to make it more tractable (e.g.,
[12][13][14]).

Tactics analysis refers to automatic understanding of strate-
gic tactics adopted by athlete(s) from video data. Coaches and
players are often interested in tactics analysis because it offers a
supplementary tool for assisting athlete training and improving
individual or team players’ performance. For individual training

such as tennis and swimming, video-based tactics analysis can an-
alyze player’s movement pattern (e.g., serving in tennis and differ-
ent strokes in swimming), extract useful information (such as the
trajectory of a ball [15][16]) and facilitate the communication be-
tween athletes and coaches. In team sports [17], [18] video-based
tactics analysis focus more on the collective movement patterns
(e.g., the position and trajectory of basketball/soccer players) of
both teams, which can be exploited by the coaches to adjust the
offensive or defensive strategies during the practice.

In such sports such as diving and gymnastics, human judges
are involved to score the performance of athletes. Even though
it takes experience and skills for the qualification of serving as
judges, the actual fairness of scoring by human judges is often
questionable due to human errors and bias. Computer-based ref-
ereeing could facilitate the works of human referee or judges [19]
- in some sports such as basketball, video replay has been adopted
to facilitate referees to have a second opinion when real-time de-
cision raises doubt due to various uncertainty factors (e.g., poor
view angle or blocked view due to occlusion); in other sports such
as tennis, Hawk-eye technology has become mature enough to
become the ultimate judge in the case of disagreement. It is rea-
sonable to expect that computer-based refereeing could play an
even more important role in the future as sensing and computing
technologies evolve.

Video-based synchronization analysis for diving has been
studied before but scarcely (the only reference we can find in the
open literature is [7]). In that work, the divers’ silhouette is first
extracted using foreground segmentation, background reconstruc-
tion, and silhouette detection. A five-dimensional feature vector
is constructed for each input video based on the FINA diving rules
[6], including the take-off height similarity, the coordinated tim-
ing of motion, the similarity of angles of entry, the comparative
distance from the springboard of entry, and the coordinated tim-
ing of entries. Rankboost algorithm [3] is used to evaluate the
model’s performance. One major limitation of [7] is that the con-
struction of feature vectors requires heavy manual intervention.
For example, the similarity of angels of entry is approximated by
water sprays which is achieved by manually labeling a bounding
box around the spray, which is often a time-consuming process.
Based on those observations, we propose to develop a fully auto-
matic and objective scoring system without manual intervention.

Methodology
Our system consists of three components: video segmenta-

tion, feature extraction and synchronization score production. We
will elaborate the design of each component in this section focus-
ing on the incorporation of a priori knowledge related to the event
(synchronized diving).

Silhouette Extraction using Optical Flow and
Color

The challenge with robust segmentation of diving video lies
in sophisticated object motion and complex background. Here
we propose to develop a context-aware diving video segmenta-
tion technique by jointly exploit motion and color information.
On the motion part, we have adopted optical flow estimation [2] -
a widely used technique to extract motion information from video
sequences. Based on estimated optical flow, video sequence can
be segmented into foreground (moving objects) and background
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(still scenes) layers. However, inaccurate segmentation often oc-
curs due to either incomplete object boundaries or errors in op-
tical flow estimation [8]. In the scenario of synchronized div-
ing, all videos contain rapid camera motion, which is a primary
reason for causing errors in optical flow estimation (the faster an
object moves, the more difficult it becomes to establish the cor-
respondence between adjacent frames). Moreover, in the case of
diving, deformable motion arising from rapid variation of body
shape makes it more challenging to reliably separate the fore-
ground (divers’ silhouette) from a moving background (due to
camera motion).

In view of the difficulties with using motion clue alone, we
propose to exploit color information to facilitate the segmentation
process. More specifically, one strong prior with all diving videos
is that a significant portion of the diver’s skin is visible and skin
color is relatively consistent. Detecting human using skin color
[1] is a widely studied topic and here this technique is adopted to
obtain a good initial estimate of foreground (divers). Among var-
ious human skin detectors using color, we have empirically tested
both HSV and Lab color spaces. Our experiments have shown
that under the context of diving video segmentation, Lab space
is slightly superior when compared with HSV space. So we opt
to perform skin detection via hard thresholding in Lab space and
obtain an initial foreground estimation. Then the background is
estimated by optical flow method based on Papazoglou and Fer-
rari [8]. Finally, the outcomes of skin detection and optical flow
estimation are combined together, producing the silhouette extrac-
tion result. Figure 2 illustrates the segmentation technique in our
work, in which (a) is the original frame of an input video, (b) is
human skin detection in Lab color space, and (c) is the final sil-
houette extracted by combining optical flow and skin detection.

Feature Extraction
With extracted silhouette, the natural next step is to find a

suitable feature representation for analyzing the synchronization
between two divers. Note that the task of judging the synchro-
nization of motion between two athletes is often more challeng-
ing as their body attribute difference increases even for human
judges. For this reason, athletes of similar height and weight are
often preferred even during the selection and training by diving
coaches. Ideally we would like to pursue feature representations
that are invariant to body weight and height; but at the same time
we also want to preserve motion-related information since it is
critical to the objective assessment of synchronization. In [7], five
set of features are extracted from diving video based on the div-
ing rules published by FINA; we argue that such model-based ap-
proach has its limitations because the interpretation of rules often
involves ambiguity (e.g., the rules only specify what are impor-
tant factors to consider but do not articulate objective procedures
for calculating the penalty or synchronization score).

In this paper, we advocate a learning-based approach where
only discriminative features are extracted to support the produc-
tion of synchronization score by a neural network. In other words,
we do not explicitly extract synchronization-related features like
[7] but target at feature representations suitable as inputs to the
network of synchronization analysis (the last component). Two
sets of features are considered here: histogram of oriented gradi-
ents (HOG) [9] and stick figures [24] (please refer to Fig. 3). The

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) Original frame of an input video. (b) Human skin
detection in Lab color space. (c) Final silhouette extracted by
combining optical flow and skin detection.

former - with proper normalization by the patch size - is approxi-
mately invariant to the height of a human; and the latter - that has
been widely used in human motion analysis such as gymnastics
and gaming - is invariant to the body weight. Other feature rep-
resentations (e.g., contour-based and volumetric [25]) are deemed
less appropriate for the analysis of motion synchronization.

Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) is a feature descrip-
tor that has been particularly effective for detecting humans in an
image. The concept of HOG was firstly described in 1984 but
it only became widespread since the publication of [9] in 2005.
First, the gradient computation is achieved by applying two fil-
ter kernels ([−1,0,1] and [−1,0,1]T ) (discrete implementation of
directional derivatives) to an image. Then, the cell histogram is
created by counting the frequency within each orientation bin, fol-
lowed by grouping the cells into larger spatially connected blocks
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Top row: HOG feature extraction. The two divers’
movement in (a) differs more compared to the ones in (b). Nu-
merically, the HOG matching error score is 0.6 in (a) and 0.25 in
(b), the lower the score, the better the synchronization. Bottom
row shows the stick figures extracted, where the Hausdorff Dis-
tance is 0.77 in (c) vs 0.23 in (d), the lower the distance, the better
the synchronization.

and block normalization. We choose HOG because it is not only
really simple to compute but also highly descriptive - i.e., abstrac-
tion of the full body profile of each diver as opposed to other local
feature descriptors such as SIFT. Another advantage is that HOG
can produce a fixed-length feature vector under normalization (re-
gardless of varying heights), allowing us to easily compute the
Euclidean distance between HOG-based feature vectors. Addi-
tionally, note that the difference in body weights could contribute
to the Euclidean distance of the HOG feature vectors. To take this
into account, we propose to use stick figures for assisting the char-
acterization of each diver’s movement which is invariant to body
weights. The skeleton image of each diver is extracted using some
morphological operations, followed by calculating the Hausdorff
Distance (HD) between two stick figures.

HD(P,Q) = maxp∈P{minq∈Q{‖p−q‖}}. (1)

Synchronization Score Production
With two feature vectors [d1,d2]

T for each frame of input
video, where d1 is the Euclidean distance of the HOG feature and
d2 is the Hausdorff Distance of the stick figures, we can cast the
task of synchronization score production as a regression problem.
Solving a regression problem usually takes a parametric or non-
parametric approach. Building a parametric regression model re-
quires the knowledge of the observation process (i.e., how data are
acquired?) and usually works better for data in low-dimensional
space (e.g., the five-dimensional feature space used in [7]). With
some training data available, it is possible to obtain a strong rank-
ing function by combining multiple weak ones - e.g., the Rank-
Boost [3] approach that has been adopted by [7].

By contrast, a non-parametric regression model such as the

neural network do not require explicit modeling of the observation
system (but still assuming synchronization scores marked by hu-
man judges are available as training data). Instead, what a neural
network attempts to learn is a nonlinear mapping from input space
(feature vectors) to output space (synchronization scores). It is
particularly suitable for machine learning tasks with hand-crafted
features such as HOG and stick figures here. We do recognize
the possibility of training a deep convolutional neural network for
automatically learning the feature and producing the synchroniza-
tion score but it is beyond the scope of this work.

In this paper, we have adopted a simple feedforward neu-
ral network without any cycle among the connections of neurons.
The information simply moves in one direction (feed-forward):
from input layer, to hidden layer, and finally output layer. We
choose a two-layer neural network with sigmoid hidden neurons
and linear output neurons. The neural network is trained with the
Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation algorithm. The number
of hidden neurons in hidden layer is the key parameter setting to
prevent both underfitting and overfitting, and provide a good ap-
proximation to the input data. More implementation details can
be found in the next section of experimental results.

Experiments
Dataset Preparation

We have collected a benchmark dataset containing 22 videos
of men’s and women’s synchronized 10 meters platform diving
from London 2012 Olympic Games. Each video lasts around
4-6 seconds (120-180 frames at 30fps) with a spatial resolution
of 1280×720. All videos are front-view instead of side-view,
which is more suitable for video-based feature extraction and syn-
chronization scoring (note that our CV-based approach is sup-
plementary to existing human-based since judges are all seated
side-view). Table 1 is a summary of the dataset. The first two
columns are video IDs and the number of frames; other columns
are synchronization scores marked by human judges. The scores
are from a [0,10] interval. The average of five synchronization
scores are used as the value of the response variable during train-
ing.

Silhouette Extraction
We report the segmentation results as described in the last

section. In the first step, hard thresholding is performed in Lab
color space in order to detect human skins. After some morpho-
logical operations to get rid of small false positive pixels, we draw
a bounding box on each diver. This bounding box serves as an ini-
tial estimate of the FG. In the second step, the video is segmented
using optical flow, and the major inaccuracy in the results are the
false positive pixels that are labeled incorrectly in flow estimation.
Finally, we combine the optical flow segmentation result with the
skin detection result. Figure 4 illustrates the silhouette extraction
without and with skin detection. It can be observed that skin de-
tection does improve the accuracy of silhouette extraction.

Feature Extraction
The HOG and stick figure features are extracted from seg-

mentation results for both divers. Intuitively, the more similar of
the divers’ movement, the lower the distances of HOG and stick
figure features. Figure 3 shows some examples of feature extrac-
tion. The top row is HOG feature extraction: the two divers’
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Table 1: Summary of the benchmark dataset: the first two
columns are video IDs and the number of frames; the remaining
columns are synchronization scores marked by human judges.

ID Frames S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
1 120 9 8.5 9 9 8.5
2 187 9 9 9 9.5 9
3 116 8.5 9 8.5 8.5 8.5
4 146 8.5 8 8.5 8.5 9
5 212 8 8 8.5 7.5 8
6 111 7.5 7.5 7 7.5 7.5
7 228 9.5 8.5 9.5 10 9.5
8 106 9 9 8.5 8.5 9
9 126 9 9 8 8.5 8.5
10 94 9.5 9.5 9.5 9 9
11 146 8.5 9 9 8.5 8.5
12 157 8.5 9 8.5 9 8.5
13 111 8.5 8.5 8 8 7.5
14 117 9 9.5 9.5 9 9.5
15 117 7.5 7.5 7 7.5 8
16 113 7.5 7.5 7 7 7.5
17 157 9 8.5 8.5 8.5 9
18 117 8.5 8.5 8 8 7.5
19 114 8 8 8 8 8.5
20 164 9 8.5 7.5 8.5 8
21 125 9 9 8.5 9 8
22 129 8.5 8 8.5 9 8.5

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Silhouette extraction without (left) and with (right) hu-
man skin detection.

movement in (a) differs more compared to the ones in (b). Nu-
merically, the HOG matching error score is 0.6 in (a) and 0.25 in
(b), the lower the score, the better the synchronization. Bottom
row shows the stick figures extracted, where the Hausdorff Dis-
tance is 0.77 in (c) vs 0.23 in (d), the lower the distance, the bet-

ter the synchronization. For each frame, the HOG is represented
using a fixed size vector for better estimating the Euclidean dis-
tances. Similarly, the Hausdorff Distance is calculated between
two stick figures. There are 3013 frames in total, and we elim-
inated some frames which distances are too large. These large
distances are mainly caused by segmentation inaccuracy. Finally,
there are 2791 frames selected for predicting the synchronization
scores.

Synchronization Score Production
In order to produce synchronization scores, we have trained a

two-layer feed-forward neural network. In statistics and machine
learning, overfitting happens when the model is too complex and
there is not sufficient training data to describe the model; while
underfitting means the model is too simple to capture the under-
lying characteristics of data. For feed-forward neural networks,
the parameter which might cause overfitting or underfitting is the
number of hidden neurons in the hidden layer. Thus, we have
conducted experiments using 1 to 10 hidden neurons respectively,
each of which has a 10-fold cross-validation with different train-
ing, validation and testing feature instances. Mean squared error
(MSE) in the testing phase is used as performance measure. We
have found the average MSE is the lowest (0.24) when using 6
hidden neurons.

The trained network is then used to produce the synchro-
nization score on each of the 22 input video sequences. There is
no overlapping in the training, validation, and testing data. After
predicting the synchronization score for each frame, we compute
the score of the video by averaging. Table 2 is the comparison of
ground truth and the predicted synchronization score. The ground
truth of one video is the average of the five synchronization scores
listed in Table 1. The predicted value is generated using a neural
network with 6 hidden neurons.

In order to illustrate the benefit of using both HOG and stick
figure as a representation of diver’s posture invariant to body
weight, we conduct another two sets of experiments by training
neural networks and predicting synchronization score using one
class of feature only (either HOG or stick figure feature). Figure
5 is the comparison of prediction errors using networks trained
with both HOG and stick figure features (in green), HOG feature
only (in blue) and stick figure feature only (in red) respectively.
It can be observed that 1) the best performance is achieved us-
ing both HOG and stick figure features; 2) HOG feature is better
compared with stick figure features since overall the blue line’s
deviates less from zero than the red line, which shows that HOG
feature is stronger and better than stick figure feature.

Failure Cases Analysis
Intuitively, the main source of error comes from the segmen-

tation step. Here we opt to show some failure cases in segmenta-
tion, explain why those happen, and point out the direction of our
future research that could lead to further improvements.

Figure 6 (a) illustrates the situation when one of the divers’
body part is missing. We noticed that this type of situation con-
tributes to the majority of mislabeled pixels in segmentation. The
reason is that due to rapid camera motion and busy background,
it’s hard for flow estimation to correctly segment the two divers
simultaneously with one single threshold setting. This problem
happens quite often when one deals with multi-object or multi-
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Table 2: The comparison of ground truth and the predicted syn-
chronization score. The ground truth of one video is the average
of the five synchronization scores listed in Table 1. The predicted
value is generated using a neural network with 4 hidden neurons.

ID Human-based CV-based (This work)
1 8.8 8.911
2 9.1 8.983
3 8.6 8.694
4 8.5 8.676
5 8.0 7.88
6 7.4 7.519
7 9.4 9.269
8 8.8 8.693
9 8.6 8.721
10 9.3 9.414
11 8.7 8.915
12 8.7 8.84
13 8.1 8.285
14 9.3 9.363
15 7.5 7.422
16 7.3 7.19
17 8.7 8.625
18 8.1 8.179
19 8.1 8.294
20 8.3 8.186
21 8.7 8.847
22 8.5 8.286

Figure 5: Comparison of prediction errors using networks trained
with HOG and stick figure features (in green), HOG feature (in
blue) and stick figure feature (in red) respectively. It shows that
the best performance is achieved using both HOG and stick figure
features, and HOG feature is more discriminative compared with
stick figure features since overall the blue line’s deviates less from
zero than the red line.

frame cases as there is no single optimal setting capable of dealing
with all cases.

Figure 6 (b) shows the situation when the background pixels
on the right hind side is falsely segmented. Since we use human
skin detection from color, when the background pixels have simi-
lar color as skin color, or when some people other than the divers
exist in the background, skin detection may fail. One possible

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: (a) Missing body parts due to sophisticated body and
camera motions. (b) In skin detection using color, the background
pixels are false classified as the their color is very close to human
skin’s color. (c) The false positive pixels in the background lie
within the bounding box created in skin detection.

solution is to establish connections between flow estimation and
color segmentation such that beside color cue, color segmenta-
tion also takes motion into account. The resulting reported pixels
not only satisfy skin color constraint but also meet FG motion
requirement.

Figure 6 (c) happens when false positive pixels in the back-
ground lie within the bounding box created in skin detection. This
can be improved if the above two situations are effectively han-
dled.

Conclusion
We propose a computer vision system that helps produce the

synchronization score of synchronized diving. The input of our
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system is based on the front-view diving videos. There are three
steps in the proposed approach: silhouette extraction, feature ex-
traction, and synchronization score prediction. Different from the
past work on synchronization evaluation, our approach is fully au-
tomatic without the need of manual intervention. Moreover, it ob-
jectively evaluates the synchronization in a frame by frame basis,
thus, avoiding subjective bias of human judges due to memory
shortages. The system is tested on our benchmark dataset, and
the experimental results have shown that the predicted synchro-
nization score is very close to human judge’s mark with very low
prediction error.
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